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(From a discussion with one of our baits who fell in love with her fish!)

1. IF THE LORD SHOULD GIVE YOU REAL LOVE FOR HIM, I would be very happy! Old bachelors are very difficult to change, they're pretty set in their ways and they're not always easy to get along with.

2. YOU'VE GOT TO BE THE Pliable ONE, you've got to be more yielded, you've got to be more bending and try to accommodate his idiosyncrasies, because it's difficult for him at his age to change his ways in physical or material things.

3. BUT WHEN IT COMES TO THE SPIRITUAL THINGS, I think you could be a tremendous influence on him and help to mold him and to lead him in the right direction.

4. IN THIS FLINTY-FISHING, WHAT DO WE DO WITH THEM WHEN WE CATCH THEM? Under these new selah flinty-fishing conditions we're pioneering a whole new field, a whole new method of operation, a whole new type of ministry which can be done
in almost any country under selah conditions.

5. BUT WHAT DO YOU DO WITH 'EM ONCE YOU LAND THEM? Like Bernard—he's practically caught, not just in bed but in heart and mind and sympathies and everything. He really likes to come here. He feels this is home. He likes the fellowship as a real part of the Family.

6. HE'S NOT HERE JUST TO GO TO BED FOR A QUICK FUXK, but he likes the fellowship much more than anything. He has that physical need too, and it is a very pressing physical need.

7. BUT HE ENJOYS GETTING IT OUT OF THE WAY and then to be able to relax and really enjoy the fellowship. So as far as I'm concerned half the fishing battle is over with him—he's caught!

8. BUT THEN WHAT DO YOU DO WITH THEM THEN, THAT'S THE PROBLEM! We can't really invite them to join our colony, quit their business, dump their job and everything else—what would they do? We can't befit them here. They wouldn't have enough to do to keep them busy, to keep them happy.

9. THESE FELLOWS ARE WORRIED ABOUT NOT HAVING ENOUGH TO DO, because they are used to working and working hard and they really enjoy their work. One of the first things Bernard ever told us was:

10. "NO WOMAN EVER LOVES ME ENOUGH TO TAKE ANY INTEREST IN MY WORK, so I guess I'm just married to my work." In other words he was saying, "I guess it's a hopeless case, I'll never find a woman that'll ever love me enough to want to help me with my work."

11. THE WORK OF THESE BOYS IS ALMOST LIKE A MINISTRY. It's like something that they have to do because it's their job and their ministry, and what else would they do in a country like this, operating under such selah conditions?

12. WHAT ELSE COULD THEY DO? There's nothing else they could do. They can't just come here and live off us! They'd feel like spongers, they would be uncomfortable.

13. THEY WOULD BE MISERABLE if they felt like they weren't contributing and helping and sharing. I believe that when the time comes if we are ever cut off from all other income they'd help us.

14. I BELIEVE THESE GUYS WOULD PITCH RIGHT IN and do everything they could to help us. I believe it! I believe they'd feed us and bring us groceries and do whatever they could. They wouldn't sit here and let us starve!

15. I BELIEVE THEY WOULD REALLY HELP US—you know they would! If they ever get the slightest idea that we need help, they are going to want to help us out financially.

16. WE ARE NOT ASKING THEM FOR HELP RIGHT NOW because the Lord is supplying sufficiently and we are better off than they, at the moment.

17. BUT INTERNATIONAL CONDITIONS COULD CUT OFF OUR OUTSIDE SUPPORT—even national conditions, we don't know. But the Lord knows and the Lord is helping us pioneer this field and preparing the way.

18. SO WHAT COULD A MAN LIKE BERNARD DO? He's overworked and he gets a little bored and tired of his work sometimes, especially if he feels like he's not getting anywhere or accomplishing anything or does not have a really satisfying ministry, just feeding people's stomachs.

19. HE WAS REALLY THRILLED ABOUT THIS IDEA OF FEEDING THEIR SOULS by placing mottoes and literature and things like that in his restaurant—he's really turned on about that. I think that would give him a great deal of satisfaction to feel that he had a real spiritual ministry as well as a physical ministry.

20. BUT NOW HERE IS A SITUATION WHERE HE'S FALLING IN LOVE WITH YOU. It may not be some mad romantic infatuation. I think he's so cool and
so level headed he doesn't want to be heartbroken, but he really does love you.

21. MAYBE YOU COULD HELP HIM WITH HIS WORK. Or, if he doesn't suggest it maybe you could suggest it. That's a perfectly natural thing if you're concerned about him and if you love him, Honey, to say.

22. "WHAT CAN I DO TO HELP YOU?" He'll probably tell you you're doing a lot already, so then you say, "But what can I do to help ease the load of your work? Is there anything I could do to help you even over there at the restaurant?"

23. THE TIME MAY COME WHEN WE'RE GOING TO HAVE TO HELP THEM. I have wept about this, believe it or not, because I have seen the possibilities of the future and what's going to happen, because we're not always going to be able to have everybody come and live with us.

24. SOME OF THESE FELLOWS WE ARE REACHING HAVE GREAT INFLUENCE IN THE COMMUNITY and are respected men here. Don't ever underestimate the power of one individual to have a great deal of influence over many other people.

25. YOU CANNOT LIVE WITHOUT INFLUENCE. Everybody is affecting somebody. As those boys keep turning to the Lord, they're going to be influencing others more and more. All these visitors go out and discuss these things with others.

26. SO IT'S BEGINNING TO SPREAD AND RADIATE. They're promoting the same ideas and discussing them far beyond just this one little spot. So we have a Colony here, but our Colony in this selah situation has to sow the seeds in such a way that we spread out in a new way, not just by them all joining and starting a new Colony and selling lit etc. That's impossible here under these circumstances.

27. SO WHAT IS THE GOAL OF THIS MINISTRY? What is the final outcome? What are we going to do with all these boys when we do catch them? (Maria: One thing that has really concerned me and I have prayed desperately about and wept over is this:

28. EACH OF US HAVE SO MANY FISH ON THE LINE, SO MANY MEN FALLING IN LOVE WITH US, WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE? What do we do now? Most of us are already attached, so what are we going to do with these men who need a lot of help, who need a steady companion to be with them so much of the time to help them, mothers to baby-sit with them and to nourish them and feed and encourage them.

29. THEY NEED SOMEONE THAT CAN SPEND MORE TIME WITH THEM.) I'm very encouraged that he can see it's all the same love, it's God's love, and he can feel the same Spirit no matter who he's with. He was just almost as flipped out over Maria to begin with, but now the Lord has helped to very easily transfer this love to someone else that has the same love and the same God and the same Spirit.

30. HE KNOWS HE CAN'T HAVE MARIA, BUT HE'S VERY VERY THANKFUL TO HAVE YOU. But what if you have a child? That came to me as one of the most comforting things of all, because I know the Lord, so I said to the Lord,

31. 'WELL LORD, IF YOU GIVE THEM A CHILD THEN THEY'LL KNOW IT'S OF YOU!' That will settle it. That will settle it as far as he's concerned, and that would settle it as far as I'm concerned, and I'm sure that would settle it as far as you're concerned.

32. HE IS A JEWEL! Here's one of the finest young men we have ever met, one of the best, sweetest, kindest and most wonderful fellows we know, who agrees with us on everything! It's just wonderful! Hallelujah! But he couldn't reach as many people moving in with us as he is reaching where he is now.

33. HE CAN'T JUST GO OUT PEDDLING LITERATURE and litnessing and stuff
like that. And if they'd start another Colony, what would they do? They'd only be able to do just what we're doing--FFing!

34. MAYBE HE'LL START ANOTHER COLONY and have that big house and have a few of our kids move in with him and continue the same kind of ministry. Only instead of working in other people's restaurants they'd be working in his with him.

35. NOW HONEY, IF THE LORD GIVES YOU A LOVE FOR HIM I can see no other way. But the Lord's going to have to give you so much love for him you're going to have to be concerned about him and his work and his business, and you're going to want to help him there.

36. HE'S GOING TO NEED SOME HELP in some way that you can help him, and I want you to be prepared for that and to know that we are expecting it. Because if he's going to come all the way with the Lord, you may have to go all the way with him--and that's not just to bed!

37. IT MAY MEAN THAT SOME OF YOU GIRLS ARE GOING TO HAVE TO BE A HELP TO THEM IN ALL AREAS OF THEIR LIVES. You may be used of the Lord now to catch a number of fish. But eventually their love is going to have to be transferred to others.

38. YOU CAN'T MARRY THEM ALL, so they're going to have to find the same kind of love in others of our girls. It's almost going to have to be like we're finding good wives for some of these boys in order to have such an influence on them.

39. IT'S LIKE I HAVE SO MANY DAUGHTERS THAT I'M MARRYING TO SO MANY MEN, so that they will become such an influence in the community that we have not lost daughters but we have gained sons! Like when Maria had to leave Arthur: Becky had the same love, he felt the same spirit, and she won him beautifully!

40. I DON'T LOSE DAUGHTERS--I GAIN SONS! First I have to sort of win them, and then Maria wins them, and then the Lord really wins them! Then He transfers that love to someone else who can take care of them and have that as a more regular assignment.

41. WELL, YOU'VE GOT A JOB NOW, HONEY, you've got a big job! You've got a big job and a big fish on your hands, and I can't see any other solution.

42. I KNOW A CHILD WOULD ABSOLUTELY HOOK HIM FOR GOOD! I believe he would be absolutely responsible and loyal to you through and through.

43. YOU WOULDN'T EVEN NEED A PIECE OF PAPER as far as he's concerned, he would be so faithful and loyal! I really believe that.--Especially if you really love him and show him that you love him enough to try to be a help to him in his business.

44. AFTER ALL, THAT'S LOVE! If you really love him and he loves his work, you're going to love his work too for his sake and try to help him with it--help lighten his load and help make his work a greater witness for the Lord.

45. I'M SURE THIS MUST HAVE BEEN THE WAY that many in the Early Church had to operate a great deal. I'm sure many of those girls must have married important men, men outside the family so to speak.

46. AND IN THE OLD TESTAMENT RUTH DID IT, ESTHER DID IT, and many other Bible women did it. It's happened all through history where the good women, the Christian women, married very important men and were a tremendous influence on them, the powers behind the thrones!

47. THE HAND THAT ROCKS THE CRADLE RULES THE WORLD!--And that's certainly the truth with these men! They're such Babes! Only God can give you such love, Honey. What I'm trying to prepare you for is that if you feel God is beginning to give you such a love for him, don't be afraid.
48. IT DOESN'T MEAN THE END OF ALL THINGS, BUT THE BEGINNING OF A WHOLE NEW MINISTRY—something we have not had much experience in thus far.

49. BECAUSE THAT'S WHAT IT'S ALL ABOUT—TO TRY TO REACH THESE BOYS AND SEW THEM UP TIGHT WITH GOD'S LOVE and your love so they're married to us forever! It's a very difficult ministry and it's going to give us a whole new outlook on the method and its eventual goal.

50. THE GOAL IS THE SAME: CARRYING THE GOSPEL INTO ALL THE WORLD TO EVERY CREATURE! But it's going to have to be through a totally new avenue and totally new ways in closed countries and selah conditions.

You have to be willing to sometimes be crucified bait and swallowed, but the Lord will deliver you so that you're not totally lost to the cause, but you are used of the Lord to catch these men for His cause!

51. WHAT BETTER WAY TO HOOK THEM PERMANENTLY THAN MARRIAGE, to make them a part of the Family for good! I can't see how they could leave their work or their jobs.

52. WE'RE GOING TO HAVE TO USE THEIR JOBS AS ONE OF OUR WITNESSING FRONTS, as a witnessing outlet. We're going to have to use his restaurant, we're going to have to use the schools of our teacher friends, the offices of our doctor friends, the hotels of our waiters, the brigades of our military men, etc.

53. AS THESE GUYS REALLY GET ON FIRE FOR THE LORD and really witness they are going to use what they've got where they are and that they can't leave and they are going to be real witnesses!

54. WE CAN HAVE SOME LIVE IN so we'll have these here a great deal in fellowship and in teaching and in training.

55. BUT LIKE SECRET AGENTS, you're going to have to go out sometimes to stand with them and help them stand alone where they are in order to be a blessing and influence them and help them to see what they can do as well as to help them stand and to comfort them and care for them and help them to show the real love that it takes, I mean this!

56. JUST GOING TO BED WITH THEM ISN'T GOING ALL THE WAY! This is what's going all the way. You may get to the point of becoming their regular companion—whether you call it marriage or whatever—the mother of their children, their partner in their work or in their business, their job, their influence in the community.

57. WHEN YOU GO WITH THEM AS AN UNDERCOVER AGENT, THEN YOU ARE GOING ALL THE WAY! Ha! "Undercover!" You're an under-the-covers agent, that's for sure! Let me tell you, never underestimate the power of a woman to be the neck that turns the head!

58. MANY MANY MANY A POLITICIAN AND STATESMAN IS INFLUENCED BY HIS WIFE IN BED TONIGHT AS TO HOW HE'S GOING TO VOTE TOMORROW! That's been a common thing in history that the woman wielded her sex weapon to influence his attitude and his programs!

59. MANY OF YOU GIRLS MAY HAVE TO GO INTO THIS FROM NOW ON IN SOME CASES LIKE A WIFE, the caretaker of a man who can influence the community, Because in some places there's no other way.

60. AS FOR OUR OWN BOYS ALREADY IN THE FAMILY, they are MARRYING THE LOCAL GIRLS AND BRINGING THEM RIGHT INTO THE FAMILY, into their own home or Colony. Our catacomb girls are being liberated from home by marrying our boys who are already in the Family.

61. THIS HAS BECOME QUITE A MINISTRY WITH OUR BOYS, marrying local girls. Now our girls need to get busy and marry some of these local boys and bring them into the Family so they can live with us.

62. THIS HAS REAL IMPLICATIONS FOR THE FUTURE TOO WHEN SOME COLON-
IES IN CLOSED COUNTRIES WON'T EVEN BE ALLOWED TO EXIST! But just one couple with children that lives and works normally within the community may be more and more the thing in closed countries.

63. WHAT ELSE CAN THEY DO? They'd have to ban families to stop that! It's especially good if they're a mixed couple and one of them is a citizen of their country.

64. SOONER OR LATER UNDER THESE SELAH CONDITIONS IN CLOSED COUNTRIES where other types of ministry and witnessing and maybe even Colonies are forbidden, it's going to have to be considered the life work of our disciples to marry local mates and thereby infiltrate the whole social structure as a witness.

65. JESUS HELP US, GIVE US WISDOM! You know, Lord--You know all about it. We know that You wouldn't have let it go this far if You didn't have a purpose and a plan that's going to glorify You and is going to accomplish the job to get out Thy Word and spread the message.

66. HAVE THY WAY, THY WILL BE DONE! Give us the grace, give us the wisdom, give us the patience, give us the selflessness to be willing.

67. DO GIVE OUR DEAR LITTLE ONES THE GRACE AND THE WISDOM AND THE LOVE AND THE PATIENCE to operate in Thy love with Thy grace in the power of Thy Spirit to woo and win and hold these tight in the Kingdom with Thy love, even their bodies being instruments of Thy love, Lord.

68. INASMUCH AS THEY HAVE DONE IT UNTO THE LEAST OF THESE THY BRETHREN, THEY HAVE DONE IT UNTO THEE. (Mat. 25:40.) As unto the Lord and not as unto man. (Col. 3:23.) They're really really doing it for You, Jesus.

69. THY WILL BE DONE. Have Thy way, in Jesus' Name. Work out the method, Lord, work out the way that's going to be the best. We know it's not always going to seem easy. But You did promise it would be easy.

70. "MY YOKE IS EASY, MY BURDEN IS LIGHT." "Come unto Me all ye that labour and are heavy laden, and I will give you rest. Take my yoke upon you and learn of Me, for I am meek and lowly in heart and ye shall find rest unto your souls. For My yoke is easy, and My burden is light." (Matthew 11:28-30.)

71. SO LORD, YOU'RE GOING TO MAKE IT EASY. It may look hard right now for some to have to look forward to having to work in a restaurant or some other job in closed countries. But You're going to make the yoke easy, Lord, and make the burden light.

72. YOU'RE GOING TO GIVE THEM SUCH JOY AND SUCH BLESSING AND SUCH A LOVE for both their mates and You—and even for the customers, Lord. The light of their smiles, the kindness of their faces, the influence of their lives can shed light on many.

73. "THERE'S SOMETHING ABOUT YOUR FACES! YOUR FACE IS SUCH A LIGHT!" There is even something about our looks, Lord, that influences people. So we know that this little girl with her beautiful smile and that beautiful light on her face would shed light in that dark place.

74. EVEN IF SHE HAD TO GO AND WORK THERE WITH HIM, Lord, to help him, we know You'll give her the love for him and for his work, to make it an instrument to glorify Thee.

75. WE LEAVE THE MATTER OF A CHILD TO THEE TOO, LORD IT'S ALL IN THY HANDS. You know what's best. We know that if You do give one, then that will no doubt settle it.

76. GIVE HER THE GRACE, give her the love, Lord, give her the patience, give her the strength, the courage, in Jesus' Name!

77. I LOVE YOU, HONEY, AND IT'S HARD FOR ME TO SAY THESE THINGS, but I know I have to say them. I have to say them to prepare you for what I believe the Lord's preparing you for.

78. YOU'RE PIONEERING. Others too have pioneered this way. They mar-
ried into the work. For a long time Emamle has had to keep his business interests going.

79. GRADUALLY HE WAS WEANED AWAY FROM HIS BUSINESS, SO NOW THE LORD'S WORK IS HIS WORK. But I don't know how we could bring them all in that way, certainly not under these local selah circumstances. What could I do with Bernard?

80. HE'S GOT SUCH A TREMENDOUS TALENT THERE and a business which is booming and which he could make such a tremendous witness for the Lord! What a blessing you could be to him!

81. I'VE BECOME PRETTY DISCOURAGED SOMETIMES AND FELT LIKE EVERYBODY WAS FORSAKING ME. I had a battle over every one of them: A battle over Rachel, a battle over Becky, and my first battles were over Deborah and Faithie. Their husbands didn't come into the Family for years!

82. IT TOOK NEARLY TWO YEARS TO REALLY WIN JOSH INTO THE FAMILY. He wanted to work separately. He wanted to get away from me, was pretty independent, a real wild horse!

83. I FINALLY DID GAIN A SON EVERY TIME! For a while I lost a daughter, but finally I got back both daughters and sons!

84. THE GIRLS MAY HAVE TO MARRY BOTH THEM AND THEIR BUSINESS AND TRY TO USE THEM BOTH AS INSTRUMENTS OF GOD TO INFLUENCE OTHERS. But try to get him to live in with the Family for the fellowship and training.

85. YOU'RE PIONEERING A NEW FIELD NOW. We're having to go almost the opposite direction than we did before. Here you cannot drop out of the system, it won't let you.

86. WHERE THE SYSTEM IS SO STRONG, YOU HAVE TO INFILTRATE THE SYSTEM AS AN UNDERCOVER AGENT FOR THE LORD! You infiltrate the system and use it for God's glory.

87. I'M ALL FOR IT, IF THAT'S GOD'S WILL. He couldn't have a prettier sweeter companion, and I don't think you could hardly have a sweeter man.

88. HE IS A REALLY BIG FISH FOR YOU TO CAPTURE FOR THE LORD. He's a big catch and a big responsibility, so use it! And don't worry about how. The Lord will show you the way.

89. LORD, WE LEAVE IT ALL IN YOUR HANDS, IT'S YOUR BUSINESS, LORD. I may be the fisherman and these are the bait and we use various lines and methods, but You're the one that has to bring the fish and cause them to bite and to hook them, to make that decision to clamp down.

90. YOU'RE THE ONE THAT GIVES US THE WISDOM TO REEL THEM IN, in whatever You want, and to know what to do with them.

91. GIVE US THE WISDOM TO TRY TO ADVISE THY CHILDREN AROUND THE WORLD on what to do in these circumstances. Thank You for giving us the personal experience here now, actual experiences from which to speak, the truths that we have ourselves discovered in this ministry.

92. KEEP US SAFELY this day and make us a blessing, Lord. Guide us every step in everything we have to do or say. In Jesus name, amen.

93. SO I'M NOT GOING TO LOSE A DAUGHTER---I'M GOING TO GAIN A SON! Praise the Lord! Are you willing to gain me a son? I believe you are.

94. WHENEVER YOU GO THERE WITH HIM, MY HEART GOES WITH YOU, and I have to ask the Lord for lots of love to love him through you.

95. IF YOU COULDN'T LOVE HIM I'D HAVE TO LOVE HIM MYSELF, I LOVE HIM SO MUCH! That's the love of the Lord, that's the way the Lord feels, and I'm so thankful that you can love him both for me and for the Lord.

96. YOU GAVE THEM TO ME LORD, BUT I'M LAYING THEM ON THY ALTAR. I give them back to You, Jesus, they're Your sacrifices, Lord. Hallelujah!

97. IT'S ONE OF THE FISHERMAN'S HARD PROBLEMS, THE BAIT THAT HE LOSES TO CATCH A FEW. But praise the Lord, he doesn't mind losing the bait temporarily if he catches a big fish! He gets back much more than he
gave away, thank You Lord!'

98. I KNOW YOU WANT TO PLEASE THE LORD and love the Lord and do whatever He wants you to do. If He wants you to love this man, I know you'll love him.

99. WOW, WOW, WOW! WHAT A MINISTRY! We're already suffering what some of our kids are going to have to suffer in the future. But it's not too hard, is it? How much smarter and easier here to infiltrate the system and use it than try to fight it.

100. I LOVE YOU! You're so lovable and so sweet! But I'm not going to lose you—I'm going to keep you and gain a son! You're in training here, but you may have to go forth to war like the Amazons or Brumhild to fight the battles!

101. I THINK HOWEVER THERE'S A GOOD POSSIBILITY THAT HE WOULD BE WILLING TO COME OVER HERE AND LIVE. (He has now moved in and is doing fine! She is now pregnant and they are happily living together for the Lord! PTL!) In some cases perhaps our girls are going to have to go and live with them where they are, help them where they are and be a good wife and mother to them.

102. START YOUR OWN LITTLE COLONY! Raise the Colony stats, ha! Then move in some more of us with you and make it a complete full Colony!

103. DON'T WORRY ABOUT THE FUTURE, JUST WORK FOR TODAY! If you don't have the burden beforehand, the Lord always gives you the anointing at the time, doesn't He?

104. YOU JUST OBEY AND GET OUT THERE AND YOU'LL GET THE BURDEN when you're at that door and you're face-to-face with the need.

105. WHEN YOU'RE THERE FACE-TO-FACE AND BODY-TO-BODY, YOU GET THE BURDEN, DON'T YOU? Thank You Lord! I love you like a father having to give up his daughter, maybe even more so. So in some ways it's almost a greater sacrifice.

106. SO THE LORD GIVES US AN EVEN GREATER ANOINTING AND VICTORY FOR IT, thank You Lord! Thank You Jesus! We're praying for you and we all love you, and just remember you don't have to do anything you don't really want to do. Just let the Lord lead you however you feel led. If you don't feel led, don't.

107. JUST DO WHATEVER YOU FEEL LED. That's what I always tell all you girls when you ask me what you should do. You don't have to go to bed with anybody you don't have a burden for.

108. BUT SOMETIMES YOU DON'T GET THE BURDEN TILL YOU'RE FACE-TO-FACE OR BODY-TO-BODY!--And it's the same with a work-mate as with a bed-mate: You may not get the burden till you try!

109. SO WHY NOT AT LEAST GIVE IT A TRY? Give God a chance to work it out. Let go and let God! If it works and you get the burden, praise the Lord! But if not, it doesn't have to be permanent—especially if you refuse to get a paper!

110. REMEMBER, YOU BELONG TO GOD FIRST! YOU'RE MARRIED TO JESUS AND ME AND GOD'S WORK! You can't belong selfishly only to some possessive selfish man who refuses to share you with the Lord, me and others!

111. YOU HAVE A JOB TO DO FOR THE LORD! Put God and His work first! Let your fish understand that from the beginning, from the time you've got him firmly hooked!—You can never totally belong to him.

112. YOU'VE GOT A LINE ATTACHED TO THE FISHERMAN AND YOU'RE HIS FISH! The fish can't keep you! He's gotta share you to catch more fish! If he's not willing, he's not worth it! He can nibble on you part time, but he's gotta let others nibble too!

113. "THE HARVEST IS PLENTEOUS, BUT THE LABOURERS ARE FEW." (Mat.9:37,38.) There are lotsa fish in the sea, but we need more bait and more Fishermen! "Pray ye therefore the Lord of the harvest will send forth labourers into the harvest!"—Labourers of Love!—Are you a loving labourer? Start today! We need you desperately!